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A breeding project directed towards the type improve-
ment of lucerne was comwnccd  at the Plant Research Station
in 1331* Such a proposition demanded a preliminary trial
of numerous regional strains. Before proceeding, thcref'orc,
to discuss actual breeding methods
brief outline of the origin,

I should like to give a
distribution and peculiarities

of these various forms,

Lucerne is supposedly a "native of the temperate
regions of Yestern  Asia, the countries south east of the
Caucasian range,and  the north western part of modern Persiaeli
It was apparently confined to this area for a considerable
period since, according to chronological records, itu
migration did not commence until about 500 B,C. Subsequent

to this period, its distribution was influcnccd  by ,the spread
of civilization. It penetrated :ts far east as China, aiong
the old caravan routes; it followed in the wake of the
victorious Persian, Greek and Rom,in armies; it was transport-
cd to Idexico and South America by the Spaniards; and it v/as
introduced into the more recently colonised  countries by thi;
early pioneers. To-day its dispersal is practically world-
wide and is even yet being extended.

This universal distribution has been effected zlmo:~t
entirely by human agency, ~1 fact which must constitute  concrete
cvidcnce as to its extreme value as a forage crop,

Despite  this acknowledged worth, though, the culti-
vation of luccrnc could not have become so widely adopted h;.d
it not been for its great adaptability. Transported to
-regions where conditions differed considerably from those of
its original source, it was able to survive but in many in-
stances this survival was accompanied by a change in type.
Forms were evolved which were better able to thrive in the,?;;
foreign environments than those originally 'introduced. Thi ':
presupposes that the original ancestor must have possessed
agenetic  complex with a wide range of potential ch:aracters
:lnd, when cnvironmc~~~~;~~~~~~~~~ of different intensities  :-~cr<,
imposed upon ityir?hc required  variations more in harmony vi i:,h
the different conditions, were produced,

There exists therefore to-day a number of different;
types of lucerne, T&csc have rkcently  been classified in
some detail but may bc grouped roughly into the following
classcs:-

1. Prostrate forms: the se. are winter dormant and are able- - -
to survive E?ZFcontinental winters or‘figorous  mountain
conditions. The Ladak vttri,oty and some Turkest,an  strain:;
arc included in this group.
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2. Semi-erect forms: These are less hardy and are grown
more extensively 1n7cmperate zones. Thev are probably
the most widely-cultivated types, examples of which are I
Marlborough, South African, Hunter River, Provence, various
strains of Grimm Baltic
American variegated

Cossack some Canadian and
strains and m&y others.

30 Erect forms: are non-hardy, are rapid growers9 and
have h-preference for high temperatures, Arabian and
Peruvian varieties are typical representatives.

According to Bordakov. a Russian scientist who
has been responsible  for a recent classification of
Lucerene, Kedicago falcata, or the yellow flowered species
may be grouped similarly,

Such information is directly relevant whenever
it is proposed to effect an improvement in type by breed.-
ing or selection; it enables the investigator to choose
that material which is likely to be the most suitable fog.
his project.

MATERIAL. Through the courtesy of the Principal of
Marlborough College, New Zealand, the Plant Research  St;ltion
was fortunate in being able 30 obtain a collection of
typestitroduced  from America by the late Wn, Purdie. This
series included such varieties  as Grimm, Canadian and
American variegated forms, Ladak, Baltic, Cossack,
Wkestan, Arabian, Peruvian and others. Together with ~1
number, of Marlborough strains secured direct from Blen-
heim these formed the bulk of the original breeding
material and represented fairly typically the diffcrcnt
growth habits of the lucerne species.

This collection was propagated as single plants
and during establishment and at full development observst-
ions were made in an attempt not only to determine the
most suitable varieties but also to select from within
these varieties those plants showing superior qualitir:so

The behaviour  of the different types was of
interest in that each maintained its own distinct char;&--
eristics. The prostrate and semi-erect forms, devclopcd
in zones which experionco severe winter conditions, :vcr+
inclined to be spreading in habit and gave good summer
yields but,yields but, being winter dormant,being winter dormant, had 3 limited growing;had 3 limited growing;
season;season; the erect types,the erect types, originatoriginating from warmer climati;s,ing from warmer climati :: 6 9

were upright in growth, quick in rwere upright in growth, quick in recovery and had an cx-,ccovery  and had an cx-
tended season of productivity buttended season of productivity but their permancey wastheir permancey was
limited and the violtis of the indilimited and the violtis of the individual cuts were notvidual cuts were not
exceptionally high; nhilo the Marlborough variety a
regional strain of the semi erect type, developed natural-
ly-by long sojourn in the province from which it takes its
name 9 was semi-erect to erect in habit, was fairly rapid
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in:rccovery, had a prolonged growing season,  gave  good
yields and was in fact superior to all other forms undez,
local conditions. Recent trials indicate that the;
Hunter River ad South African types are somewhct similar
to the Marlborough form in their behaviour and may serve
equ"lly as WLll LiEi sources for breeding  material,

The accompanying graph indicates the relative
seasonal productivity of a number of varieties during the
period A;lril  1732  to i4zrch 1933  0

The performances
summ:!riscd  as follows:-

of the various typos muy be

1, .A lucerne strain evolved to ncet the demands of a
particular environment will, if transferred to a region
diffcrit?g  from its former habitat, strive to retain those
special characteristics through the development  of which
it had boon able  to adzpt itaclf to its original surround-
ings. The period necessary  for any change to occur would
dcgend principal.ly  u;?on  the degree of contrast between the
exchanged environments and consequently between the ty:;?c
of plant essenti.Gl  ta each and upon the vtiKability
potentiality of the s:,3ecies.

The Earlborough  variety originating from 2 typc,some-
mhzt similar to itself hzs taken only from 40-50 years Lr:
express upon itself characteristic features. It is
obvious that, under similar conditions, such 3 form as
Ladak would take  a much longer period to become tranSfor!:l-
cd into 3 KCIrlborough  type.

2 . fl lucernc strain introduced from a region  where
external influences nre somenhat similar to its own
would probably be of more value in the new environmtint
than any which may hLtve been imported from LocalitiGs
subject to more extreme conditions, A winttr  dormant for:.;
removed to a more temperate zone will during the winter
remain dormant; thus its season of -productivity is rz.thzr
limited. ;I non-hardy type,  on the other hand, may under
similar conditions, contiauc to develop even after ex;~,n~-
iencing a few degrees of frost but is disposed not 30 bt:,
permanent and does not yield particularly well, Regardi:c':
generally, vcirieties  such as Xunter River, South Afriwn
and ?rovence  more neL.rly clppr.oach  the superiority shown
by the Wrlborough  type for Now Zealand  conditions than do
the w-inter dormant or non-hardy forms,

30 A lucerne strain developed naturally  is not ~bsolut~;ly
homogeneous. Among the numerous lines planted out there
were varying degrees of uniformity. Although each varii;$:
was charactcriscd  by some  particular features the indivil‘--
unls within a variety varied considerably, Some  plants
possessed broad lecvcs, some rarrotv; some hzd open foli:Li‘:':
others dense; the stems of some were coarse, those of
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others fine; although adhering to a definite type the
slants differed extensively among themselves.,

From these preliminary  investigations then it
was evident not only that it might be possible to effect
an improvement in ty:se but also that the Marlborough strains
were more suitably; adapted to New Zealand conditions than
any imported variety,

As a consequence the largest proportion of plan-ts
selected for their individual performances were chosen from
this variety. Prior to their selection, though, the
question arose as to what constituted an ideal type. 1 t  VJEi  S

decided finally that whether for hay or for grazing the chi(,f
aim should be a high yield to which should be coupled if
possible leaf density, rapid recovery, disease resistance
and permanency; a rather ambitious standard perhaps but
one to which it secmcd possible to adhere. Only those
plants approximating this ideal were retained for brc;,ding
purposes; the rest were: discarded.

ure of its breeding  potentialities,
of a plant is no meas-

Considered as an
But the apparent pcrformancc

individual it may be eminent but, until bred fropir, the
probable nature oi‘ its offs:Iring  cannot be predicted. ,I.-~  is
conceivable that if hese  Intested  silccted slants wore
bulked  together and a scod crop taken from them, thi; fi:?st
generation  may be an im rovement
it would be very unlike yE

on commercial strains bu.5
that in future generations this

superiority would bc maintained. Before any solccted ;;~lan%
is utilised for further breeding  work some  indication has
to be ascertained as to its genetic constitution.
effected by inbreeding,

T h i 8 i ;:.

INBBGCDING.- - - In a self  fcrtllised  plant generations of in--
k;scdinr  have brought about a-state of complete homozygos$'Ly

except where mutati
uniform and similar to ?E

s arise the form of the
at of its parent.

progen 1s

case in a cross fertilized plant.
This is nox t11;

Here the formation of
the zygote is dependent upon tho union3  of two gametes
whose genetic constitution  will invariably be unlike in semi:
respect, This inducts heterozygosity, a condition which
afford op!Iortunity  for the accumulation of vigour factors
and for the masking of undesirable characters, usually
recessives, by the action of dominance. Thus the true
constitution of a cross fertilized plant cannot be ascortuin-
ed from its appearance..

Self fertilization.or  inbreeding of giants,
normally cross fertilized hi)&;vcr, 11~s  the effect of ux;>os-
ing to some extent the ma$e-up  ana is used extensive1 '
the breeding  of such individuals. The process itsel F End:
to increase the -proportion  of homozygous factor pairs and to
decrease heterozygosity.... 'These tffects are reflcctcd  in
the inbred progeny in the following ways:-
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1 . Undesirable characters arc exL]osed; inbreeding results
in their segregation in a homozygous conGition  and allows
them to be ex;i3rcsscd,

20 Uniformity of type amongst the separate segregation  is
secured0 Continued inbreeding increacc?s  the sroportion  of
homozygotes which remain as such and Aend therefore to
establish uniformity.

30 Vig,:'.-r  is reduced umong the inbred lines, This is
due 2rolrably to the loss each may sustain, through the
segregation of some of the factors on which maximum vigour
de!pends,

40 The degree of self  sterility is generally increased
with each succeeding inbred generation,

The ch:iracter  and degree of the variation of the
inbred :,rogeny is a regresentution  of the constitution of
the parent and serve to cvalu;lte its breeding possibilities.
Thus some cross fertilized i?lants  on selfing may give  rise
to a comparatively uniform progeny; in such a case  if the
type  be good the plant itself' or some of the offsl3ring  may
serve as useful  ilarents for futhcr breeding work. Convers3:.-
ly other :3lants  may oxhibit extreme variability; these
should be eliminated.

In lucernt;, fertilization is brought about as
result both of cross and ofseXfpciLlination For broLdi&
~UP;JO,S~S, then, selected individuals should bi subjccted'to
an inbred progeny test.

From our original material  about 250 plants had bctin
selected for some i,sarticulnr  quality. Xach oi these wo~o
forced to undergo self pollination  by being enclosed within ~1
carcase  tibth c o v e r  o The resulting families were growl-i  togcthtir
in ,grou:~s  for comparison. Some  closely resembled t'heir
parents and showed little variability; others exhibited
much inconsistency in tho habit and form of the se;larate
;Jlants; while a few were composed of nothing but dwarf7cd or
subnormal'individuals, During..tih&s comparative study of' the
Ll material, outstanding individuals among the most satisf.~ct-.-
ory families were noted; these were selfed and although thee
increase in the degree of self ste,rility  was very marked,
sufficient seed was obtained from most ;,lants. This
provided the second inbred generation which is now under
observation. In both generations there was in most fami:Lica
an obvious reduction in vigour relative to that of the :;)arent
plant and none of the families inbred to the second generation.
have this season outyielded their contiguous controls0 ;'I11
outstanding feature in this second inbred generation WBS the
remarkable degree of uniformity among many of the families,
Some  certainly varied to quite an extent but the larger ;5ro-
portion  was extremely uniform,
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The utilization of this material for type improvement
will now be discussed.

As breeding work with :jlants  is necessarily rather a
slow yrocess it is perhaps advisable to attem>t  to Jroduce
:,,artially  improved strains during the progression towards
the development of that ;>roduct which should represent the
consummation of the breeder's efforts. Such a system has
been adopted at the ?lant I!esearch  Station. The work is ad-
vancing by stages and'it is ipoposed to introduce in succession
a series of im;,,roved  tyiles  of which the later ones should be
superior to the earlier forms. It may be Bmpossible  to
groduce a strain where each individual :llant  is able to
maintain an enhanced superiority .over  any ac)pearing  in
commercial lines but it is more probable that a form-may be
raised which will contain a greater :,roportion  of s.atisfactory
plants than is exhibited in most varieties at ;.resent on the
market.

This is being ntte.mi;jted by the following methodsz-

1. Interiollination  of those originally selected plants
which produced  sarsractory ~1 progeny. -
mm -.. --__*--.-...  _

It htis been mentioned above that about 250 selected
plants of the original material were selfed and their
families studied and compared. From the behaviour of thas;=
L'l progenies  it was possible to eliminate all those selected
plants whose constitution had proved to be unsati$actory,
0-f the remainder about 30 of the best, regardless of type,
were transplanted together in a block and allowed to inter-
:,,ollinate. The seed was harvested and later used to form :i
second seeding area. This second croc  on establishment
consisted of rather a mixed population of plants, a condition
which had been anticipated, however, as the parents concerned
were themselves so different in type and had undergone no
test as to their breeding behaviour when crossed one with
another. Despite the i>resence of a few poor plants the cro.;j
was quite satisfactory judging from the performance of :A normcil
lucerne stand. Strict roguing has bee.n and will s'till be
carried out to eliminate undesirable'?lants. The remainder
will be left to seed together and should provide the first
slightly improved material.

2. Combination of the original parents.and  their offspring
subsequentto testinGm=fing  and controlled croszng.--.. -

About 45 Ll families were retained after having boen ~
under observation for two seasons0 During that period,
as has been mentioned previously, the best Qlants,  about
200, within these families had been noted and were ultimately
selfed. The seed from these produced  the second inbred
generation, Again after a studied corn-garison  it was possible:
to discard a number of families leaving only comparatively
few with which to continue the breeding work.
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The lllethods  of ;poce&ing  with these were solllcTifhr:t
limited for the reasons that:-

a 0 None of the families
cxcellsd

inbred to the second gencrztion
in vigour that of the 3:arlborough  controls. This

can be seen from the following figures which indicate the:
average weight per ;llant  within 10 Marlborough control >;~lots
compared with that within 20 inbred lines ta'ken  at random0

cuts- - - -

h'Ia.i lbocoughI_.. --.- .:..
Control

&L~t 0Fo7plant.4 -*.I....-.e.-

1st cut. 1012 lbs, 0078 lbs. 1, y2.

2nd cu+, 1.16 lbs. 0.77 lbs. 1.05

3rd cut. 1 o 111. lb s a 0.82 lbs, 1.20

Loss of vigour has reduced tke average weight of plants
I originating from selected mcltLrin1  to below th2-t of even an

ordindry commercial line. ,I?; sttmcd futile, therocoi:Jc:, to
attempt to devclos an improved strain ?rom merely an inbred
line.

b. It has been suggested by other workers that, though
synthesis of sclcc-ted inbred .plants will restore vigour to
some extent, certain valuable  characters may have been lost'
through being 3.cssociated  with the discarded segregates.

To avoid these difficulties the original nrzents
themselves which had !?roduced favournble  L? and L2 ?rogcny
are at this stage being utilised in preference to the inbred
material, They are to be combined, according to type, for
the formation of composite strains, but before this is
proceeded with the intern&ion  of one upon the other has to
be determined. This is being done by the ;3rocess rcfcr17ecl
to as diallel crossing. The selected-parents,  depending
on whether the type has been erect,,  semi-erect or pror,tr;lti:
have been divided into three grou.;js each of which includ;;s
6 individuals. i:/ithin each group the plunts have becn
crossed one with the other; their progenies have yet to be
studied and compared*Prosenttltive  individuals again
selfed or intercrossed, From the behJviour  of -the fcimili_..r,
of both generations it should be possible to ascertain, in
each particular  grou-,, which of the selected individua1.s  or
which of their progeny should form the nuclei for further
im:Jroved com;2o:;ite  strains. These should be su;>erior to
the first endavour as the Garents included will have been
subjected to stricter examination.

3* I__-

The use ofinbred  materA.1  for strain buildin; :,)ur;,3o~t;:';,-._ - _.--b_--_y  * .____-.-  -2". -...r..--c-

By inbreeding, undesirable charactzrs  are unr:!s.skt:,J
during segregation and are able to be eliminated by sclcction,

Thus, theoretically,it  could be assumed that in 2 fen gcncrl:;-!,-
ions a uniform line ol" good plants suitable to form the
foundation of an improved strain could be evolved; ?ractic..Lly
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this is not so. If after the first one or two generations
the dcgrec 02 self  sterility has not increased to such an
ex%ent as to -wevcnt the- i?roduction  of further generations,
it is almost certain that vigour reduction will Glrcady have
bucn expressed,, There is little chance of  raising an improTj<;d  I
strain merely Yrom an inbred line,

If we assume that vigour reduction has bLcn due to
the expression  of delctwious recessive factors in 3 homo-
zygous condition and to .thc  segregation of Factors for vigour,
then,  by eliminating the poorest fCmilics, those that arc1 a~---
taincd should possess the more desirable characterso ?-JLlc to
an incomplete  complement  of vigour factors though, none of
thcsc families arc as productive as the original :3arent  di;s--
2i-k  the fact that they have been rid of some undcsirablc
traits, The following figures indicate the average yield
ppcr  plant of some ~2 fnnilies from three  cuts taken duriq
the past season.'

39/Y/2 z LO9 lbs.
39/Y/5 = 0.64 "
39/y/11 = 0.70 '9
39/y/14 = oa67 I'
39/y/20 = oo55 ff

53/w2 = 0,5y lbs,
53/18/S = oe54 rf
53/18/X.= 0e38 '!
53/M/15=  0.40 I9
53/18/l&  1.23  "

~9/3/8 = 0,86
sjy/3/10 = 0.73
79/3/12 - 0.85
y9/3/1‘3 : 0.80
99/3/i5 = 0,78

111/21/l - 1814.
111/21/10 = 129
111/21/M  = 0.31
111/21/21  = 1.0
111/21/22 = 1.0i

91/10/7 = 0,73
91/10/8 = o.81t
y1/10/10=  0.62
91/10/14=  0,63
91/10/20=  o.og

The yields under similar conditions, of' the
res;Jective  parents of  these families were not ob taLi.nLi'ole bu-l;
that of the Cinrlborough  commercial controls = lo14 lbs.
There has evidently been ;1 segregstion  for vigour 2cCom$sni<:C
by a consequent reduction in yield. If the poorest of -ihencr;
families are discarded it may be possible by a synthetic
building up o? the rewlining  lines to recombine most of the
characters necessary for full vigour but three 3 0 s s i b i 1 i <:, i c,: y::
nil_itcte  against the chances .of ever securing a maximum
permanent improvement.

1, Some  desiritble  ff:ctors may be linked with those reshoot+-
ible  for the rejection of the discarded families; they LPC  3
therefore, for ~111 practical purposes, unattainable.

2, Bhen tvo unrelated inbred strains we crossed, any +---T-.._t. ! 1
creased vigour which may be observed in the progeny is du:;
to a greater accumulation oi' genes, influencing size ::nd
vigour favourzbly  than was present in either of the parent-,
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The Lorobable Jinkage  of such genes to others that influence
vigour adversely, minimiws  the possibility of  securing CL
maximum complement of desirnble vigour factors. only.

3. Even if it were possible to establish a germ:jlasm  con--
tctining a large proportion of the most beneficial vigour
factors they still might be in Q heterozygous condition c,n!?.
the initial im;)rovement  would be merely a temporary one,

i.:G.th due regard t,o these f;Acts  it is :~ro:oosed,
nevcrthcless, to combine members oi the best of the in-
bred families first in gairs to test  their mutual rcciction
and then, S~StCIlliIItiC!~~ll~, in order to recombine if ;~ossiblc;
h large number of favourable  vigour factors in a homozygous
condition.

These are the methods then which have been adopi;od
in the endeavour to secure an improvement of type in Lucerne0
Should they be successful to the extent that forms are
produced which in the trial plots exhibit a superiority over
commercial lines strict comparisons  under field conditions
will still be necessary; not until they are proved definite-
ly to be superior will they be released into commercial
channels.
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